
Tellus
Visit

A powerful tool for receptionists, visitors and 
users 
  
A well developed visitor system gives your entire 
organisation a professional impression and will lift 
the efficiency in the reception. Tellus Visit is a  
system for handling of visitors that is integrated in 
our Tellus suite. Due to this integration we can 
optimise the functionality by giving the system  
access to your database, by doing this, you will 
make it quicker and easier for all involved; 
receptionists, visitors and users.



Tellus Visit plug-in for 4059EE -  
Receptionist experience 
  
Let your receptionist register your visitors when 
they arrive by using our plug-in Tellus Visit for the  
operator application 4059EE. It is a simple interface 
with a smooth handling that won’t disturb the 
work flow in the same way an independent 
program would. The receptionist have everything 
needed in an already existing tool and can easily 
register new visitors, see the pre-registered ones 
and give the best possible service with this plug-in. 

Tellus Visit terminal - Visitor experience 
  
Do you rather want a terminal where your visitors 
can register themselves? We have developed a 
Windows application that can be installed in every 
type of Windows based computer. We supply this 
application and you can install it on your chosen 
computer instead of needing to buy a big and 
expensive terminal. Our terminal application is 
connected to your database, this gives your visitor 
information about the receiving person and their 
picture. 

Available languages in the terminal: 

Swedish, Danish, English, Norwegian  
Finnish, French  

Tellus Visit in TellusWeb - User experience 
  
Dubble booked? Never more! You can pre-register 
your visitors in Tellus Web. This will favour both 
you, the receptionist and your visitors. Your pre-
registered visitors will be shown in the 
receptionists attendant plug-in and this will ensure 
you that your visitors will receive the best possible 
service from the reception. You will also receive an 
SMS and/or an e-mail from the system when your 
visitors become registered. 

Supported label writers: 
  
Dymo 
Brother 
Angeno - Smartprinter 



Specifications

Hardware 

CPU:  
Memory: 
Disk: 

Network: 
Graphics: 

Prerequisites Web 

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 
| 2012 | 2016 | 2019 | (Any 
edition will work) x32 and x64 is 
fully supported. Can run in a 
virtual or physical machine. 
.NET Framework 4.x (≥ Tellus 
2.8) 
Microsoft IIS 

Prerequisites Terminal 

Microsoft Windows 10 

Web 

2 cores 
4 GB RAM 
8 GB available 

Ethernet IPv4 100 | 1000 Mb/s 
Not applicable 

Software 

SourceTech TellusWeb 
SourceTech Visit Terminal 

Terminal 

Intel Pentium 1.5 GHz /
equivalent 
2 GB RAM 
4 GB available 

Ethernet IPv4 100 | 1000 Mb/s 
Minimum 1024 * 768 resolution 
with true color graphics card
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